NEW CAR SUCCESS STORY

Hansel Toyota

P E TA L U M A , C A L I F O R N I A
Ryan Seaman, General Sales Manager of Hansel Toyota,
identified inefficiencies in the management of his new car
inventory when he first noticed a two-year-old new car that
was buried in the back of his lot. He needed to identify why
his new cars were aging, while his competitors were selling
their new inventory much faster.
Ryan decided it was time to change his process. He wanted a
solution that could gave him the data to back up his inventory
decisions, which led him to a tool he had much success with
at his last store—vAuto’s new car solution, Conquest.
With live market insights right at his fingertips, Ryan could
once again proactively manage his new vehicle inventory
with confidence. Adding vAuto Conquest into his new
inventory management strategy has helped Ryan not only
increase his average turn rate throughout the year, but also
boost his sales by twenty percent.

“vAuto Conquest is the best tool
on the market to manage your
new car inventory.”
RYAN SEAMAN / General Sales Manager
Hansel Toyota

NEW CAR SUCCESS
STORY

IMPROVED PROCESS

PRICING MADE EASY

Ryan knows how easy it is to switch on autopilot, but
Ryan also knows that ordering based on gut feeling
or not taking the time to review your OEM allocation
means he risks taking on slow movers. vAuto Conquest
delivers the live market insights Ryan needs to manage
his inventory based on real-time, market data.

There is no such thing as the right price on the wrong
car. Once the fastest-turning vehicles are in stock,
vAuto Conquest helps Ryan strategically price, promote
and track his inventory in order to get the most out of
every sale.

“ You think you know what sells because you’ve
been with the manufacturer for a long time. But
that might not be true. Conquest will identify if your
hunch is correct or incorrect. It gives you data to
back up your beliefs.”
HIGH VELOCITY STOCKING
When it comes to boosting his inventory turn, Ryan
now knows that it’s not only about finding the fastturning models. Some different model types within a
certain quick-selling model may slow him down. With
vAuto Conquest, he makes sure his new inventory
reflects only the highest velocity vehicles.
“ Conquest has helped us by identifying cars that
turn fast and also finding the ones within the fast
turn that turn even faster. Not only is it about
stocking the cars that sell, but it’s also about not
stocking the cars that can hurt the turn.”

“ Stocking the correct car at a price that’s at or below
market, that customers are seeing before you get a
chance to talk to them, is where the game is won.”
BALANCED INCOME OPPORTUNITIES
Ryan understands that keeping his finger on the
pulse of the market is key. That’s why he uses
vAuto Conquest to identify income opportunities
and determine just how aggressive he needs to be
compared to the current market, relying on data to
stay on the right track and maximize income..
“ We can create a pricing strategy that’s trim levelspecific within a model that’s going to maximize our
income and balance the turn so things don’t get old
on us.”

Learn more at vAuto.com/HanselToyota
or by calling 888-536-4086.

WATCH RYAN’S VIDEO

